Domino logic is a high-pelfonnance circuit configuration that is usually embedded in static logic environment and tightly coupled with the clocking scheme. In this papel; the timing-driven partitioning algorithms thatpartition a logic network between ( I ) static and domino implementations, and (2) the phases of a twophase clock, are provided In addition, an eflicient static mapping algorithm is described.
Introduction
Domino logic is an effective circuit configuration for implementing high-speed logic designs [l, 21. Domino synthesis has been an active area of recent research. In 131, a domino logic synthesis flow including logic optimization and technology mapping is described, and in [4, 51, domino gate synthesis methods are described. The work in [6] addresses the problem of output phase assignment to minimize the duplication overhead required to make a network unate so that it may be implemented in domino logic. Other work presents novel domino clock schemes, such as methods for overcoming the noninverting property of domino logic [7] , and making the design more skew tolerant [2].
Both static and domino implementations offer various advantages. For example, domino circuits typically provide higher speeds than static logic, but have a higher clock routing overhead and are less noise-tolerant. Depending on the amount of logic duplication required to make the network unate, domino circuits may need a larger or smaller number of transistors than static circuits. Therefore, for optimality, a determination must be made as to which parts of the circuit should be implemented in static logic, and which parts using domino logic. On the other hand, since synchronous domino logic is conventionally divided into two phases, the partitioning of domino gates between clock phases is essential for correct and efficient performance of domino gates.
In this paper, we describe an automated design strategy to solve problems related to static-domino partitioning and two-phase domino partitioning, with the goal of minimizing an objective (area or power) under a set of timing constraints. Due to space limitations, we will only discuss using area as a cost function. Our partitioning procedures are tightly knit with an efficient technology mapping algorithm, so that the results provide optimality in the cost function after technology mapping.
A of the partitioning cut can reduce the duplication cost. Our partitioning procedure automatically creates the largest possible unate region within the domino partition. (b) The critical path and its fanin transition cone may form a large part of the input, or possibly even the entire network (for a circuit with one primary output). As long as the timing constraints are satisfied, greedily maximizing the use of domino gates in this cone as in [8] may be unnecessary, especially if it has a high cost.
As a part of this work, we report an extension to a published domino technology mapper [5] to perform static mapping, and find that this performs average 3.8% better than SIS, while being over two orders of magnitude faster.
Partitioning considerations
We define the above two problems concisely as follows:
(1) Static-domino partitioning: Given a combinational circuit and delay specifications on the outputs of the network, imple ment the nodes in the network using either domino logic gates or static gates such that the cost is minimized, assuming them all to be within the same clock phase. For correct circuit operation, this should satisfy a precedence constraint that states that no static logic gate is permitted to fan out to a domino gate. The timing constraint for this situation is that the partitioned circuit must have its outputs ready at the end of the clock phase.
(2) 'ho-way domino partitioning: Given a combinational circuit to be implemented entirely in domino and a two-phase nonoverlapping clock scheme, partition the boolean network into two clock phases such that the cost of the implementation is minimized. Here, the latch between the two phases of domino forms a hard edge that prevents cycle borrowing [2,9], implying a timing constraint that the delay is less than a half-cycle.
The timing driven partitioning method must consider two factors: the timing constraints and the area of the implementation. In our description, we will primarily refer to the area as the cost, but the power may be considered equivalently. An important consideration in the cost relates to the requirement that only mate functions can be implemented in domino logic, due to the noninverting nature of the domino logic family [6] . However, we observe that the duplication cost required to maintain this property can be reduced by partitioning, and our formulation directly incorporates the cost of duplicating nonunate logic within a domino region in the cost function. To see this, consider the example shown in Figure 1 . Let 
Timing driven static-domino partitioning
The two subproblems listed in the previous section can be solved using similar algorithms, using different cost formulations. The partitioner applies technology mappers, a PERT based timing analysis technique and a maximum flow algorithm to realize a timing-driven two-way partitioning. The input to the algorithm is an arbitrary two-input AND-OR DAG network. The outline of the algorithm is as follows:
(1) Perform static technology mapping and domino technology mapping separately on the entire logic network to determine a cost estimate for every vertex. (2) Find the candidate cut nodes in the network. A candidate cut node is defined as a node that satisfies the criterion that a cut passing through it will not violate the timing specification. (3) Build the flow network from the candidate cut nodes. The edge capacities are determined from the cost difference between static and domino implementations from Step 1. A maximum flow algorithm is applied to the network to obtain a mincut [lo] .
An incremental transistor level Elmore delay model is developed to fit the cost function calculation of technology mapping algorithms. Details are omitted due to space limitations.
Cost estimation
The first step of partitioning is to perform static and domino mapping on the logic network to obtain the cost estimation. A cost comparison is then carried out for each vertex under a domino and a static circuit implementation. Any static and domino mappers may be used; the ones used here are described in Section 6.
The task of domino mapping is complicated by the fact that technology mapping of domino logic requires the input network to be unated first. To address the issue, we introduce a twin network, NrW+,,to represent the original network, on which domino mapping for unated network can be performed while no explicit duplication is required. Each vertex in Nrwh corresponds to a node in the original network, and stores information on the implementation of the true and complemented forms of the logic function realized at that node; these will be referred to as the positive and negative polarities, respectively. An edge between two nodes can have two polarities: if an inverter exists between these nodes in the original network, then the edge polarity in Nrwb is negative; otherwise, it is positive. Inverters in the original network may be merged into the edge polarities. The lists of positive and negative polarity fanouts of each vertex in Nrwin are maintained, and for domino mapping any fanout duplication is flagged.
Static mapping can also be performed on Nwh. The cost estimation at each vertex from technology mapping includes both delay and area information, and the quantities delayd, aread, delay, and area, are calculated at each node under both positive and negative polarities, corresponding to the delay and fanin cone area estimate under domino and static mappings, respectively.
Determining the candidate cut nodes
We introduce the idea of a candidate cut node using a method that eliminates vertices that would violate timing constraints after a cut. Given a vertex v in N h , if the cutset passes through v , its input transition cone will be implemented by domino gates and the output transition cone of v will be implemented by static gates. Let Dd(i,v) be the largest delay from the inputs to node v using a domino implementation, and O s ( . , 0.) be the largest delay from the node v to outputs through paths usmg static logic. Then themaximal delay from the input to output that passes through the cut at node v will be Dd(i,v) +D,(v,o) . If this value is smaller than the specified delay, Z&, then the cut through node v is eligible; if not, it is certain to violate the timing constraint. The value of Os(., 0) for all the nodes is obtained from one PERT-like traversal of the network from the outputs towarcls its inputs after technology mapping, and Dd(i,v) is obtained directly as aresult of technology mapping.
Finding the minimum cut
For domino partition problems, in addition to the partitioning cost, implementation cost itself varies (due to the duplication penalty) with partitions. To solve the problem, a maximum flow network is built using these nodes using an identical DAG structure as in the original circuit, with capacities assigned to the edges. The maxflow mincut algorithm is then applied to this network to find the minimum cut.
Maximal flow capacity assignment
During technology mapping @erformed using DAGmapping rather than tree mapping), the area contribution of any multifanout node is divided by the fanout count of the node as in [ll] , so that its area value, area(N), estimates the area contribution of its fanin transition cone. Therefore, for any cut on the graph, the area cost in the region from the primary inputs to the cutset can be estimated as &-urSera?Zad(Ni), the minimum area over either polarity in domino.
Consider a cut that divides the network into two parts, referred to as Region X (closer to the inputs) and Region Y (closer to the outputs) as in Figure 1 . Assume the area cost of the entire network implemented in static logic is A,(sum), and the costs for Region X to be implemented in static and domino logic are, respectively, A,(X) and A d ( X ) . Then the total cost after partitioning, with R e gion X implemented in domino logic and Region Y implemented with static gates, is A , ( s m ) -A , ( X ) +A&).
Removing the constant, A,(sum), the objective of minimizing cost is equivalent to minimizing -A,(X) +Ad(X) = &cwset(aread(i) -area,(i)).
Based on this, we reduce the problem to one of finding a minimum cost vertex cut on the network The capacity associated with each node i is set to aread ( i ) -area,(i). The vertex cut must maintain the predecessor constraints that dictate that no static node can feed a domino node.
Building the maximum flow graph
The procedure of building the maximum flow network can be illustrated on the example circuit of Figure l . The circuit is translated into a topology of the type shown in Figure 2(a) . The shaded part of the network shows the region containing the candidate cut nodes. The two weights on each node represent aread(i) and area, (i), the result of domino and static mapping, respectively.
Finding the minimum cost cut of the above networkis equivalent to finding the minimum cost cut on the maximum flow graph shown in Figure 2(b) . The nodes in the shaded region that are closest to the primary inputs are connected to the source, and the nodes of the region that are closest to the pritnary outputs are connected to the sink. Each vertex in Figure 2 is split into two vertices connected by an edge of capacity aread ( i ) -area,(i).
However, before the standard maxflow mincut algorithm can be applied on the network, two conditions in the network must be considered: (1) The vertex cut must maintain the predecessor constraints that dictate that no static node can feed a domino To overcome these problems, we heuristically transform the vertex-cut maxflow network into an edge-cut maxflow network, and then and translate it into a standard maxflow network with nonnegative edge capacities. The procedure is as follows:
(1) The edge cut maximum flow network is built. If (U,.) is an edge originating at the candidate cut node U in NWh, the capacity of the edge is heuristically assigned to Chir = (aread(u) -area,(u))/fanout(u), where fanout(u) is number of fanouts of U.
(2) A positive initial flow is injected into the source node, and the initial flow is distributed into the whole network. The flow at each node is calculated by a PERT-like traversal on the DAG, with the flow from node U to a fanout node v being calculated as FZow(u,v) = ~i,a,(,)(FZow(i))/fanout(u).
Since this is a feasible flow, updating the capacity C of each edge as Gew(uv) = Ch~(uv)+FZow(u,v) leaves the identity of theminimum cost cut unchanged. This procedure is repeated by increasing the value of the initial flow at the source node until the value of C,,, for each edge is nonnegative. 
Two-way domino partitioning
The problem of two-way domino partitioning of a circuit under a two-phase clock is to determine which gates in the circuit should be clocked by the first clock phase, and which by the second clock phase. The algorithms are largely similar, and the differences between them are summarized as follows: (1) Determining the candidate cut nodes: For any vertex N of theinput network, letDd(i,N) be thelargest delay from theinputs to node N and let Dd (N, 0 ) be the largest delay from node N to the outputs, calculated using a reverse PERT traversal as before. The physical meaning of the cut in this situation is that if the cutset passes through some node N, then all gates in the fanin transition cone of N will be clocked by clock phase @I , and all gates in the fanout transition cone of N will be clocked by @. Therefore, a vertex is a candidate cut node if both Dd(i,N) and Dd(N,o) are smaller than the clock pulse width. (2) Maximal flow capacity: If the two clock phase regions are separated by a latch that can internally invert a signal, then the cost function is the sum of the latch costs and the reduction in the cost of logic duplication. Assume that N is a node at which both the true and complemented form of the logic function are required. If N does not belong to the cutset, the logic must be duplicated, and the area cost at this node is the sum of aread (N) for both polarities. If the node lies on the cut, only one polarity of the logic needs to be generated and the other is generated within the latch. Therefore, the area contribution as the smaller of aread over the two polarities, and the area cost difference between passing a cut through N or not is the aread of the other polarity, plus the latch area. If only one polarity is needed for a node N , the area cost difference for N is merely the area of the latch.
Using the solutions developed in previous sections, we solve the problem under a general two-phase nonoverlappingscheme [8,9]. We present two design flows, the first of which is Flow 1 below:
(1) We first perform static-domino partitioning on the entire network to divide as Region 1 (domino) and Region 2 (static). The timing constraint here is a full clock cycle.
(2) We now specify the required time at the output of Region 1. Next, we perform two-way domino partitioning to obtain the region to be (tentatively) clocked by phase @I (Region 3) and the region to be clocked by phase Qz (Region 4). (3) Region 3 is now assigned to Phase 1, but we may now choose to implement a part of it in static logic. Therefore, we perform static-domino partitioning on this region to obtain a phase @I domino region (Region 5 ) and aphase @1 staticregion (Region 6). The result of this procedure is that Region 2 and Region 6 are implemented in static CMOS, Region 5 is implemented as phase @I domino, and Region 4 as phase @2 domino.
Another possible partitioning design flow (FIow2) first performs two-way domino partitioning on the input circuit, followed by static-domino partitioning on the two partitions. 
Static technology mapping
The procedure in Section 3 requires technology mapping to fully static and fully domino circuits. For domino circuits, we use the algorithm in [5], and for static circuits, we describe an extension of the same algorithm here. We will see that this mapper can be orders of magnitude faster than the SIS mapper and gives a quality improvement of 0 to 12.3% over SIS.
The basis for this work lies in [5], where a modified dynamic programming algorithm using parameterized library mapping was Table 2 Static-domino and two-way domino partitioning proposed for domino logic. The parameterized library considers all possible cells that have at most W transistors in parallel and H transistors in series. The differences between this method and the domino mapping method are as follows. Firstly, for each vertex of N-i,,, subsolutions corresponding to both positive and negative logic polarities are maintained. This permits the free (virtual) movement of inverters throughout the network to allow a better exploration of the design space. We map the largest possible logic cone in the network at a time. Next, we find its optimal implementation and assign a polarity to each node; this polarity for multifanout nodes is then fixed and used to map the remaining logic cones. Secondly, the cost function can either be taken to be the number of transistors or more general mapphg functions specified by a lookup table characterized by the subsolution parameters of its child nodes. A comparison between this algorithm with results of SIS is shown in Table 1 
Experimental results
The partitioning and technology mapping flow has been implemented in C++. The maximum number of series/parallel transistors in any gate for the parameterized library is set to be 4/4 and 3/3 for domino and static gates, respectively, and the objective is set to area minimization. script.rugged in SIS is used for initial logic minimization on all circuits.
The results of static-domino partitioning are shown in Table 2 . The second and third columns show the results of pure onephase domino mapping and pure static mapping, respectively. The delay of the static implementation is also shown. All delays here in this table are normalized; "x 1.0" corresponds to the delay of a purely domino implementation. Next, for various delay specifications, we list the number of transistors, Ntrm, and the number of domino/static gates (Gd/Gs) using our method. From the table, we can see that when the timing constraints are larger, the cost is smaller than the minimum of columns 2 and 3, as expected. We observe that domino implementations of the benchmarks usually have a speed advantage over static circuits, but tend to have larger areas. Therefore, the tighter the timing constraints, the more domino gates are required, and the larger the area cost.
The last three columns show the results of two way domino partitioning under two specifications. In most cases the resulting area is about the same or larger for the tighter specification, as expected. In a few cases, a slightly smaller area is obtained (but within areasonable margin of error); this is due to approximations in the cost estimation in DAG mapping, which i n the main factor that prevents the paxtition algorithm from attaining optimality.
The differential between Ntrm(no spec) here and column 2 shows the reduction in logic duplication obtained by exploiting the inverters at the partition boundary. Table 3 shows the results of Flow 1 and Flow 2 from Section 5 for a general clock scheme. We observe that Flow 2 introduces more latches than Flow 1.
